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**FENDER P/N:** 50246

**5E3 OUTPUT**

**DESCRIPTION**
- **A**: ADD PRIMARY IMPEDANCE
- **B**: ADD ClassicTone, FENDER P/N
- **C**: ADD FRAME GROUNDING NOTE
- **D**: ADD BLU TO GROUNDED LEAD
- **E**: ADD SECONDARY IMPEDANCE
- **F**: BLU LEAD WAS GROUNDED TO CHANNEL FRAME

**SIGNATURES**

**MAGNETIC COMPONENTS, INC.**

**DIV:** LOC: SCHILLER PK

**DATE**: 04 JUN 09

**DRAWN**: M. Sacketti

**CHECK**: M. Sacketti

**APPR**: M. Sacketti

**REV**: A 40-18022 F

**SCALE**: NONE

**UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED**

- ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
- DO NOT SCALE DRAWING

**FRACTIONS +/−**

- .X = +/−
- .XX = +/−
- .XXX = +/−
- ANGLES = +/−